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Nighttime DSLR Photography How to create awesome and stunning images at nightWhen the suns

sets and the moon comes out, the normal buildings, monuments or bridges glow by their own lights.

The night gives extra charm to everything, whether itâ€™s a person or a building or even beautiful

scenery. It becomes important for the Photographer to capture such beautiful and stunning

subjects.This book will give you an insight into nighttime photography by DSLR cameras. This Book

will focus on Nighttime Photography of different objects, mainly Star Trails, Auroras, Monuments,

Cityscapes, Portraits, Animals et cetera. There are many different functions and settings in DSLR

cameras and to use them properly and efficiently is an important task to achieve.This book contains

various tips and tricks to capture the perfect and great images of various subjects. Every

Photographer knows about the tools, like, Shutter Speed, ISO settings, Aperture settings, Exposure

time, lenses et cetera but it is important to know and understand the proper use of these tools and

how they can be changed accordingly to capture the perfect photograph.Here is a preview of what

you'll learn:Tools and Settings required for Nighttime photographyNighttime Landscape

PhotographyNight Sky PhotographyNighttime Portrait PhotographyAnd much moreDownload your

copy of " Nighttime DSLR Photography" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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The discussion is simplistic and may suffice for some folks. The odd word choices, misspellings,

and missing words makes understanding what the author is trying to say somewhat confusing.

Other tips are unnecessary - using a tripod is by photographer to photographer. Really? Give this

one a quick read, take down a few new ideas, and go photograph various subjects at night. You will

learn more by trial and error coupled with practice.

My elder brother have a DSLR and I really wanted to learn new techniques about how to get most

out from this stuff. By hearing my interest one of my close cousin told me about this guidebook and

suggested me to read it entirely. I didnÃ¢Â€Â™t forget to grab & read through it carefully.I just

wondered while reading this book because each page of this book were helping me to learn new &

new things about the uses of DSLR. Throughout this book I have come to know various effective

techniques about how to create or take awesome & stunning images at night via DSLR. The author

of this book has described all the ins & outs so clearly and briefly. Definitely it was a worth reading &

purchase so far.

Nighttime DSLR Photography: How to create awesome and stunning images at nightHave enjoyed

other books by the author. This one starts out with how daytime photography is different from

nighttime.He's got a way with his words that make it easy to follow along and understand.Different

aspects of the settings and a tripod will help tremendously.Really good suggestions with settings

depending on which photo you want to take, will have to give this a try soon.

Nighttime photography is very complicated, and you need to have good equipment, but also a lot of

knowledge. This book gives you a good stance of the information and helpful tricks to help you learn

to work as a professional.

Just wanna say that this book has some tricks I did'nt know. It was applicable to my old DSLR

Canon 400D, I only wish I had a better lense to try all the cool stuff described in this book. I used to

do a low light photography like in night clubs etc. but only a few shots of the starry sky would look



good here and there. Now i can go to the mountains or night city and try the tricks. Probably need to

have notes with me or the whole book to refer to settings.

this book is very interesting for a beginner like in photography cause taking picture during night time

is very difficult thing to do for me, without proper knowledge you will end up with Bad results and this

book is great tool for me to educate me on the basics of Nighttime Photography. Now I can see

good results of my photography and really like it. By practicing it constantly I am gonna master the

basics on Nighttime Photography and hope I will improve more.

If this book had in its title something about a beginners guide for kids then I would rate it much

higher. In essence I was disappointed with this book because of my expectations - I thought I would

learn something. It's a beginners guide, this should have been made clearer.

I found this short book interesting to a degree, but some of the content was repeated and almost

made a mockery of common sense. Obviously one needs to use a tripod for long exposure

photography, often repeated, is an example.
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